
Nursery Home Learning 
Week beginning Monday 1st June 2020  

All the links can be followed or find the resources on our website (Curriculum/Home Learning Tab) 

Literacy  Maths  Physical  
What has been your favourite story in lockdown?  
 
Why not try using the story dice nets in the resources 
section, or creating your own, to make up a unique 
story.  
 
I had a go and Cinderella captured the Big Bad Wolf 
and then ate a golden egg, which magically 
transported her under the sea. It was great fun.  

Measuring using your feet or hands. 

 
Do you know how long your bed is? What about your 
garden? Why not line up all your favourite toys and 
see how long the line is? What else could you measure?  
Could you record the number of hands or feet for each 
item you decide to measure? 

Minibeasts colour by numbers: I used to love doing 
these when I was a little person. I hope you enjoy it 
too. What a great way to develop pencil control and 
think about colours and numeral recognition. (See 
resource sheet or maybe ask your parents to have a go 
making one for you of their own.)   

Phonics 
Letter of the week: What can you find or think of that 
starts with the letter sound ‘a’? Can you draw them 
and practice writing the letter?  
Rhythm activity-Put 3 plates in a row. Choose one 
plate to put a small object on. This could be a toy or 
piece of fruit perhaps. Start from left to right. If a plate 
is empty tap it. If it has the object on then you clap. 
This is your rhythm. Repeat as you like. You can then 
make it more challenging and exciting by adding 
objects onto other plates or by putting more than one 
onto the same plate (you have to clap for every object) 
or by including more plates.   

Discussion time 
Who has spotted the beautiful butterflies that are 
around with this gorgeous weather? I have seen lots of 
Cabbage Whites outside and just today 2 butterflies 
emerged from the chrysalides in our indoor habitat.  
 
Have a go cutting out the pictures on the resource 
sheet and sticking them in the correct places. Can you 
discuss the lifecycle? Can you work out from the word 
mat how your parents could label the lifecycle picture 
you have made? 
 
   

Wellbeing/Outdoor activity 
Massage: Put on some relaxing music and take a few 
breaths.  

Have a look at the ones we learnt wb 27th April (eye 
glasses, baker and hairdressers) and keep practising 
those.  

Now try to include these ones too: 

 Forehead stroke-Place fingers on the forehead and 
stroke out to the sides. Hold the head for a couple 
of seconds. 

 Climbing down a rope-Place one hand just under 
the armpit. Press firmly yet gently and ‘climb’, 
hand over hand, down to the hand. Climb back up 
again. 

Other Topics 
Science: Build a raft 

Look for sticks and a feather in your garden 
or on your daily walk. Lay the sticks in a row. Fold 
some string in half and using the middle of the string, 
tie a double knot around the first stick at one end. 
Then wrap the string around the second stick and tie 
another knot. Repeat with the rest of the sticks. Do this 
process again with another piece of string at the other 
end of the sticks. You can then think of something to 
use as a sail e.g. feather, paper and skewer and test it 
out on the water.    

 


